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STATEMENT OF FOCUS

The Wisconsin Research and Developuent Center for Cognitive
Learning f-cuses on contributing to a batrer understanding cf cognitive learning by children and youth ane to the improvement of relatea
educational i,ractices.
The strategy for research and development is
It includes basic research to generate new knowledge
comprehensive.
about the conditions and processes of learning and about the processes
of instruction, and the subsequent development of research-based instructional materials, many of which are designed for use by teachers and
others for use by students.
These materials are tested and refired
in school settings. Throughout these operations behavioral scientiss,
curriculum experts, academic scholars, and school people interact,
insuring that the restilts '-)f Center activities are based soundly on
knowledge of subject matter and cognitive learning and that they are
applied to the improvement of educational practice.
4iorking Paper is from tt.e Vroject on the Structure of Concept Attainment Abilities in Program 1. The general obiectives of this
project are to identify basic. concepts in language arts, mathematics,
science, and social studies appropriate at a given grade loyal; to
develop tests to measure acnievement of these concepts; and to develop
and identity reference tests fur cognitiv, abilities. These will Le
used to study the relationships among learned ,:anc.pts in varic.is sulject matter areas, cogaitive abilities, and possibly, certain cogniLive
styles. Th,! results of these will be a formulation of a model of
structure of abilities in concept attainment.
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ABSTRACT

Major social studies concepts taught to fourth graders in Madison,
Wisconsin were identified by examining the school district course of
study and social studies textbooks and by consulting central office
The concepts identified in this manner fell
supervisors and teachers.
Geographic Region, Man and Society, and
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Map and Globe Study.
category for inclusion in tests of concept attainment. Each of the
selecteu concepts was analyzed to determine its constituent teachable
elemeats. The analysis of a concept formed the basis for writing
i_lms to test its attainment. Analyses of all selected concepts and
illustrative examples of test items are pre6ented in th,.. pap,ar.
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1

The general objectives of the Concept Attainment Abilities Project of the Wisconsin Research and Development Center for Cognitive
Learning are as follows:
1.

To identify basic concepts in language arts, mathematics,
social studies,and science appropriate at the fourth-grade
level,

2,

To develop tests to measure achievement of these concepts,

3,

To identify reference

4.

To st,:dy the relationships among levels of concept attain-

ment in variou

tests for cognitive abilities,

ubjcct matter areas and cognitive abili-

ties, and
5.

To ilrmulate a model of abilities in concept attainment.

The icentification of basic concepts and development of tests in
the area of social studies will be described in this paper.

The

focus will be on the methods of determining social studies concepts
appropriate for use in the study and of analyzing concepts prior to
writing test items.

Similar working pspes, dealing with identifica-

tion of concepts and development of tests, have beer, written for the

areas of language arts, mathematics, and science.

1

To identify concepts and test their attainment, we r, t hngin by
clarifying what is meant by "concept."

The definition of the term

"concept" which was used to guide selection of concepts for this study
was the', of Bourne (1966):

"A concept exists whenever two or more

distinguishable objects or events have been grouped or classified together and set apart from other objects on the basis of sore co:flon

feature or property characteristic of each" (p. 1).

Furth :,r clarifi-

cation of this defirition of "concept" has been provickd by K1.1ns:;eier,

Sterrett, Frayer, :,wis, Lee, and Bavry (1969):

"Object:

and events

may be put into the same category on the basis cf their criterial
attributes.

The category is usually given a name.

In turn, th° word

that represents the category may be defined in terms of the criterial
attributes of the categor;....

Concepts mey be defined in terms of their

intrinsic dimensions or attributes.

abstracted as being

The dimensions or attributes are

or the same in otherwise dissimilar objects

and thus define the concept from an objective point of view.

For

example, the attrioutes waich allow some objects to be :classified as

oranges and others as lemons are size, color, shape, and taste" (p.

3).

The ideas of Bourne and Klausmrier led to the formulation of
general criteria for selecting concepts to be tested in the study:
(1) the concept most refer to a category of objects or events that
illy be defined on the hz,sis of intrinsic characteristics common to mem-

oers of the otogory, and (2) the concept must have a ohe- or two-word

Concepts may be defined on bases other than that of intrinsic
attributes.

for example, some concepts may be defined on the basis of

9
2

Food is an example of a concept de-

a common use for their examples.
fined on the basis of use.

Also, concepts may be described by the

associations which an individual has to a concept example or to a concept na;.2.

The word "dog" may evoke the associations "fear," "shaggy,"

End "large" in a particular child.

Both definitions on the basis of

use and descriptions by association, however, tend to be culturally
bound or even idiosyncratic

(Klausmeier, et. al., 19o9).

Definitions

on the basis of intrinsic properties, on the other hand, may be morc!
generally agreed upon.

The desire to study conc-Tts which would live

similar meanings for many people led to the decision to select conr.vts
which could be described on the basis of characteristics common to their
examples.

Although a child may acquire a concept without learning the word
which represents it, knowledge of the concept name Is important in communicating with others.

Woodruff (1961) is one of many authors who

have stressed the importance of learning the generally accepted name
for a concept;

Language is such a prominent part of the behavior of
human beings, that one never acquires an idea of anything without also learning a name for it. The name
learned may be one he accepts from others or it may be
one he creates for himself.
in the first instance his
powtc of communicating with others will be greater than
in the second instance.
Since we depend so much on
communication in life, it is important to guiue the
learning of symbols toward generally accepted usage.
(p.

148).

The point of view that knowledge cf the name of a concept is important
led to the decision to test only concepts which had generally accepted
one- or two-word metes.

3

10

Thus, the concepts that will Je selected and tested in this study
are concepts which can be defined in terms of intrinsic characteristics and which have one- or two-word labels.

This paper will describe

the sclection of social studies concepts meeting these criteria, the
analysis of the selected concepts in terms of their teachable elements,
and the construction of itexJ based on that analysis.

11
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II

SELECTING THE SOCIAL STUDIES CONCEPTS

The children who were to be tested in this study were fourthgrade children in Madison, Wisconsin.

Thus, the first consideration

was to identify social studies concepts meeting the criteria outlined

in Chapter I whim

be familiar to fourth-grade children in

Madison.

Since the study was to deal with concepts in language arts,

mathematics, and science,as well as in social studies, general guidelines were established to assure that similar concept selection procedures would be followed in each subject matter area.

These guide-

lines directed subject matter specialists to identify the major topics
in their field, to select three of these major topics for study, ak,c1

to identify concepts related to each of the three major topics.

Fol-

lowing identification of the concepts, the specialists were to sel.act

ten concepts raIdly from each of the three major topic arias.
Thus, a total of thirty concepts

-,uld be selected for study from

each subject matter field.
Since feu:Lb-Grade (Alildren were to be tested in the study,

fourth-grade social studies programs and textbooks were used as sources
of concepts.

Altheogh the State of Wisconsin and the Madison School

Syste6i hay,: -nrricolum guides which outline a general curriculum se-

5

12

quence, no teacher is required to follow these guidelines.

The intent

of the guides is not to dictate methodology or content, but to avoid
repetition and haphazard selection.

Also, there is a body of popular

textbooks available in each school, but again, the textbooks are considered as 'resource materials" to supplement the teacher-planned discu-3sion, projects, discovery activities, field trips, and multimedia
instruction in social studies, rather than to form the course of study.

Thus, finding a group of 30 concepts that many teachers have included
in their unit planning coul( :1-ve been considered ne,rly impossible.

We did not take this view, however, believing it likely there was a
certain body of social studies concepts that would be taught within a
nuir.1-,er of fourth-grade classrooms.

Our first approach was to look at the organization and content of
the curriculum guides for the city to determine the major trends in
social studies.

Discussions with central office supervisors in social

studies made clear that no shifts at thcse grade levels were contemplated before final testing was scheduled to take place.

A survey of the

curriculum guides and the textbooks produced approximately 200 possible testable concepts.

These concepts wore organized into three major areas, "Geographic
Region," "Man and Society," 3nd "Map and Globe Study."

These three

areas seemed to identify the major emphases for the fourth-grade year.
Consultation with school district personnel confirmed this, as did a
review of the fourth-grade textbooks trom which some of the concepts
had been drawn.

Specification of these three major areas permitted elimina-

tion of so.7,o concepts.

The judgment of the investigator

6
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as used to identify the

concepts in each major area which seemed most nearly to meet the following three criteria:
1.

Is the concept important enough to warrant the attention
given it in this study?

2.

Is it possible to describe the concept in terms of characLeristics common to its examples?

3.

Do the concepts selected vary from abstract to concrete so
as to be representative of the range of concepts attainable
by a fourth-grade child?

From the set of concepts in each of the three major areas which met
these criteria, 10 concepts were selected at random to be used in the
study.

to summarize, the basic concepts taught in fourth-grade social
studies were identified by using curriculum guides and social studies
textbooks as source materials, by tabulating words and ideas in these
sources, and by conferring with school district personnel (both central
office and teachers).

Our knowledge as subject specialists was used

to classify the concepts into three areas.

Ten concepts were randomly

selected from each of the three areas for inclusion in the study.

Table 1 lists all of the concepts identified within each area; concepts selected for testing are noted with asterisks.

Two further checks were undertaken to verify the appropriateness
of these concepts fur fourth-graders.

The first chuck was a st.rvey of all

120 :ladison fourth -grade teachers, in which they were asked to respond

to lhrec questions concerning each of the selected concepts:

7

1 el

(1) Do

Table 1

Major Social Studies Concepts Categorized by Area

Goa!:s2hic Region

Bay
Canal

Climate
*Coastline
*Delta
*Desert
Elavation
Geography
*Gulf
Harbor
Highland
Hills
Island
Isthmus
Lake
Location
Mountain
*Mountain Region
Mountain Pass
Mountain Peak
Ocean Currents
Ocean Tides
Peninsula
Plain
Precipitation
Prairie
Ridgy
Region
*River
*River Mouth
River Source
*Strait
Subtzopical Region
Swamp
Toilperature

lopogriyhy
IL-an,;itional Region

Anibutary
*.iropical &glen
.faterway

Man and Society

Agriculture
*Ai rway

Basic Needs
*City
Commerce (trade)
Country
*Democracy
Economy

Educational Institution
*Exchange
Family
Farming
Fishing
Forestry
*Government
Industry
Institutions
International
*Land Routes
Man
Man as an individual
Man as a member of a
group
Manufacturing
Market
Natiou
Nature
*News
*Organization
President
Republic
*Ceintryside
Scrvicc organization
Svc4.cty
Stctte

suburban
Transportation
Urban
Village
*Waterway

Weather
Valley

*Concepts randomly selected to be tested.
8

15

Map and Globe Study

Area (square miles)
Axis
Boundary
Continent
*Country
Day
*Distance
Earth
*East-West (lines of
lat!.tude

Equator
*Globe
Gravity
Hemispheres
Legend
Map
*Map Directions
*Map Measurement
Meridians
Model
Night
*North-South (lines
of longitude)
Ocean
Orientation
Parallels
*Physical Feature Map
Planet
Political flap (of natiops,
countries)
Revolution
Rotation
*Map Scale
Sea level-Below sea
Level
Seasons
Solar system
*Symbol Map
Topographical Map
(map of land forms)

you teach this concept in fourth grade?

(2) Do you think your fourth-

grade children know the meaning of this concept?

(3) Do you think your

Responses in-

fourth-grade children would recognize this concept name?

dicated that the selected concepts are taught in many Madison fourthgrade classrooms.

Only four of the concepts were taught by fewer than

30 of the 39 teachers responding to the ctiestionnaire.

their responses to the survey.

Table 2 summarizes

The most important column for deter-

mining the appropriateness of concept selection is "Concept Taught."
Also, the majority of teachers predicted that their students wouli be

familiar with the concept names and thee meanings.
The second measure of appropriateness of concept selection was a
study of reading difficulty by Nelson and Steitz (1969).

Tne 32

children who took part in this study were sampled from three Madison
schools; and were in the first semester of the fifth grade.

The purpose

of the study was to determine for each of the 30 concepts whether the
children could read the concept name and whether they were familiar in a
rudimentary way with its meaning.
to pronounce the concept name.
its meaning.

Each student was asked individually

He was asked to read each word and give

If the student could not pronounce the word, he wc,s still

asked its meaning, on the basis of what the word looked like.

Then, if

he could not pronounce or give a meaning fot the word, the word was proFousced for him, and he was again asked its meaning.
Table 3 shows for each concept the number of students giving the
correct pronunciation and the number of students giving the correct

16
9

Table 2

A Survey of Social Studies Concepts Taught by
39 Fourth-Grade Teachers in Madison, Wisconsin

Concepts

Concept
Taught

Predict Concept
Meaning Known
to Children

Predict Concept Name
Recognized by
Children

Airway

26

19

16

City

39

25

23

Coastline

38

32

28

Country

37

30

28

Delta

37

28

26

Democracy

30

21

21

Desert

39

35

33

Direction

39

31

35

Distance

39

30

31

East-West Lines

38

35

29

Exchange

23

20

16

Globe

38

33

34

Government

32

24

22

Gulf

38

31

23

Land Route

31

21

19

;leasurement

38

27

27

Mountain Region

39

35

34

...16

39

31

North -South Lines

38

33

31

Unganization

25

20

16

News

10

17

Table 2 (continued)

Concept
Taught

Predict Concept
Meaning Known
to Children

Physical Map

39

26

24

River

38

34

33

xiver Mouth

39

38

28

Rural

29

26

22

Tributary

39

26

24

Tropical Region

39

33

32

Scale

39

29

27

Strait

36

30

21

Symbol

38

29

25

Viaterway

34

24

20

Concepts

ii

18

Predict Concept Name
Recognized by
Children

32

31
29

28

32

32

1. Desert

2. River

Airway
Rural

Democracy

12*

9*
5**

32

30

19

23

20

7. Tropical Region

8. Tributary

9. Delta

10. Strait

Land Route

Organization

* understood by fewer than 50: of children
** understood by fewer th-in 25% of children

17

19

Government

6. Gulf

25

32

5. :'iver Mouth

Vaterway

31

Exchange

News

City

CONCEPT

4. Coastline

HcAintain Region
27

MEANING

,;ONCE:'T

PRONUNCIATION

GEOGRAPciIC REGION

19

18

31

32

25

30

32

32

32

32

3**

9*

21

21

24

25

26

30

30

31

MAN Diu SOCIETY
PRONUNMEANING
CIATION

East-West
Lines
North-South
Lines
Physical Map

Symbol Map

Scale

Country

Measurement

Distance

28

32

32

25

31

32

27

28

28

32

PRONUNCIATION

MAP AT1T1 GT (In p

Direction

4t.

Globe

CONCEPT

Number of Fifth-Grade Students Giving Correct Pronunciation and
Correct Meaning for Each Social Studies Concept
(Number of Subjects = 32)

Table 3

11*

18

19

21

25

29

30

30

32

MEANING

crrnpy

meaning.

Only six of the concepts had meanings known to fewer than

50% of the students.

These six concepts were:

physical map, rural, strait, ani tributary.

delta. democracy,

Only two concepts, demo-

cracy and strait, were known to fever than 25% of the students.
The overall results of the teacher survey and the readability
study suggest that the names and meanings of the selected concepts are
understood by many fourth-grade children representative of those who
will participate in the study.

20
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III

ANALYSIS OF THE CONCEPTS

In order to teach concepts, one must analyze the concept into its
teachable elements.

In order to test a child's mastery of a concept,

one must develop test items directly related to the elements of the
concept.

This chapter will describe the analysis of the 30 selected

social studies concepts.

1

It will also describe the paradigm for

testing level of concept attainment (Frayer, Fredrick, & Klausmeier,
1969) which guided tie construction of test items based on the analyses.
The analysis of a concept entails the specification of certain
kinds of information abort the concept and its relationship io other
concepts.

This information includes intrinsic characteristics, irrele-

vant characteristics, hierarchical relationships with other concepts,
a verbal definition, and lawful relationships with other concepts.
In chapter I it was noted that a concept nay be defined on the

uasis of features or properties which are common to all examples of
the concept.

1

Each of the 30 concepts was, therefore, described in

Research and development related to the analysis of a concept and
reasurement of concept attainment has been the central emphasis of
Project 101 of the Wisconsin R 5 D Center. The analysis of a concept was conceptualized by Professor Herbert J. Klausmeier and Dr.
Refinement of the procedur,s for concept analyDorothy A. Fiayer.
sis was carried out by the members of a Seminar on Concept Learning
conducted by Professor Klausmeier during the second semester 1969
1970.
14

These intrinsic characteristics of

terms of its intrinsic attributes.

a concept were called "relevant attributes."

For example, the rele-

vant attributes of globe are that it is spherical and a representation
of the earth.

In addition to characteristics common to all examples of a concept, there are characteristics pertinent to certain specific examples of the ccncept in the real world, but not common to all examples.
These characteristics which vary among examples of the concept were
called "irrelevant attributes."
of globe is size.

For example, an irrelevant attribute

A globe ,nay be large or small as lonE as it is

spherical and i5 a representation of the earth.
One approach used to determine the relevant and irrelevant attributes of a concept was to think of as many different examples of the
concept as possible.

Those characteristics common to all of the ex-

ampic.i were usually relevant attributes of the concept.

Characteris-

tics which occurred only in particular examples were irrelevant attributes of the concept.

As an example of this type of approach,

titink of examples of the concept delta.

A delta is always a tyre of

river moutli ,,,here land was formed when soil was deposited from that
Liver.

he relevant attributes would he that a delta is part of a

river m,)uth, is land formed by the river, and grows larger as more
soil cart-kJ hy tne river is deposited.

However, nog every delta in the

would share these characteristics.
,orld is at

t

Every delta in the world

end of the nississippi River, not every delta has Food

land for growin,; cotton, not every d.lta if. exactly fan-shaped;

2

therefore, these characteristics of location, kind of soil, and
shape are irrelevant attributes of the concept delta.

As noted above, concept examples exhibit all the characteristics
relevant to a concept

Nonexamples lack one or more of the relevant character-

they exhibit.
istics.

but vary in the irrelevant characteristics which

Relevant and irrelevant attributes of a concept were, therefore,

considered in choosing examples and nonexamples for testing concept
mastery.

Examples were used which showed variation in irrelevant char-

acteristics.

Nonexamples were selected, each lacking one of the rele-

vant attributes.

In tae case of globe, for instance, large and a mall

globes were used as examples.
characteristic

A wall rap (which lacks the relevant

of spher.cal shape) and a basketball (which lacks the

relevant characteristic of being a representation of the earth) were
used as nonexamples.

A3 the relevant attributes of various concepts were determined,
a clearer picture of hierarchical relationships botween the concepts
emerged.

Foi .xample, both organization and government have the rele-

vant attribute of having to do with "two or more people or groups of
peoi-,10."

Government, however, has the additional attribute of having

to do with "governing these people."

Thus, government could oe

considered to be a kind of organization.

Another way of expressing

this relationship is to say that government is a subordinate concept
to orsanization.

In each case where concepts shared relevant attributes, the irriru
general. concept was called the "supraordinate concept," the ,r,ore spcci-

fie concept the "subordioa lc concept."

16
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To illustrate the relationships

that were discovered when we analyzed the selected concepts we have
included hierarchical charts of each area.
relationships

among

Figure 1 shows hierarchical

concepts in the area of Geographic Region; Figure

2, relationships in the area of Mars and Society; and Figure 3, relation-

ships in the area of Map and Globe Study.

These hierarchical charts

do not, of course, organize all possible relevant concepts related to
the categories of Geographic Region, Man and Society, and Map and Globe
Study.

The hierarchical charts organize only the major concepts iden-

tified in the school course of study in social studies and in social
studies texts used by the children participating in the study.

This

accounts, in part, for the "lopsided" nature of the hierarchies, for
the inclusion of some concepts of lesser importance, and for the exclusion of some concepts of greater importance.
Another kind of infcrmation specified for each concept was a verbal
definition.

In some cases, the definition listed all of the rele-

va-,:. attributes of

concept.

In other cases, the definition gave

narl,! of a :,uplaordinate concept and, in addition, listed the relevant attributes which t.!istinguish the concept_ defined from the supra-

ordinate conc2pr,

The relevant attributes which distinguish P. con-

cept fre:i its sd).aordinate were called "criterial attributes."

ior

xaple, mouatain reLiol was defined by noting that its sopraordi.ate is land area, and that it .s distinguished from other land ar,..!as

by the fact that is ha; peaks and valleys, and is nigger and colder
than nearby land areas.
;mere possible, the definition for a couept inat was used was ta',1Lai t;om

Fourth-,:a-ade Lextbook, or a combination of several textbook defini-
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Lions.

Where this wa:1 not possible the definition from an element;

dictionary was adopted or adapted.

For some of the concepts, especiail7

some of the compound-word concept labels, prov.:ding a good derinli_it,,

was difficult.

Even though the real meaning behind the concept label

"map directions" might be better stated in the phrcse, "directions tfrom a nap," the longer phrase was not used as a label because of tilt,

awkwardness of its length.

Instead, the meaning of "direction" as

ei)i.1

to map usage was considered and a simply worded definition was written to
describe this concept:

"A map dirc2ction tells which way to go fro:

point on a map in order to face or move towards the North Pole."
definition incorporated the intrinsic characteristics of direction
something moving along a line towar,1 some fixed point or cicstinio.i

and the fact that most maps will use North, South, East, and lcui
orientation.

A final type of information ascertr.ined for each concept wa-;

relationship to another concept.

This relationship was often a Kinc:p,

stating a lawful relationship between two concepts.

In other cin(

.

described a probabilistic relationship which was usually, her: not
true.

An example of a staterent of relationship i!-;

a symbol rap arc used to sLow physical features, it is
feature rai)."

This statceut related the ccmcepts

f(dture
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The analyses of the A concepts that were selected to be included

in then analyses, the

in this study are presented in the Appendix.

concept being analyzed is called the "target concept."

The name which

is given to the concept is called the "target concept label."
each concept, a definition is given.

For

Some definitions give the name

of a supraordinate concept and the criterial attributes which distinguish the target concept from the supraordinate.

Other definitions

simply list all relevant attributes of the target concept.
The analysis of each concept indicates which concepts are supraordinate and which subordinate to the target concept.
many analyses include "coordinate concepts."

In addition,

Coordinate concepts have

the same supraordinate concept but different criteria]. attributes than
the target concept.

For example, desert, mountain rion, and tropical

region are coordinate concepts since they have the same supraordinate,
land area, but different criterial attributes.

In each analysis the criterial attributes which distinguish the
target concept from its supraordinate are explicitly listed.

Also,

other attributes are listed which are relevant to the concept but do
not distinguish it from its supraordinate.
arc noted for each target concept.

Many irrelevant attrilute

Examples and nonex:i.i.ples

verbal or pietorial fern are given for each concept.

ir, either

Finally, the.

analyses include sta ,rents showing the re la 'inship of the targit c,2o-

ccpt to at least one other concept.
lu develop those analyses, itc.ri writers consulted encyclopedia..,

tcxthoek.., aid diclionarics in order to idcnfify naln,inlic and intrinsic

12

attributes and other characteristics of every concept, as well as in
plan maps, illustrations and questions that could reasonably be expected to test foarta-graders' attainment of each concept.

The next step was that the "working group" for the project, i.e.,
the item writer from each subject area, an experienced elementary teacher

who advised about readability, and the project manager, met and critiqued
ever

analysis.

The members of this group critiqued any part of an analysis

of a concept on any logical basis.

For instance, bases of criticism in-

clAde ina,propriateness of the analysis for fourth-grade children or
failure of a part of the analysis to fit the description of the information
require[.

In addition, the group suggeoted various additions or improve-

ments in form.

After these revisions were incorporated into aralysis

the item writer and the principal investigator went over thim again.

The

principal investigator assumed primary responsibility for their autlient'cit:

and had the power of final decisions.
The alalyses, then, summarized ti
The

eaca
teachable
elements of each cJaLon:..

:-,Lep was to devise test items to test knowedge of these

its were constructed in accord with a paradigm for testing icvLi of
concept attainment, developed by Fredrick, Fraycr, and Idansmvier
'this pii'adig.1 consists of 12 types of questions which id.1 be usdd

knowledge of a

iven cotitept.

the 12 types of it

chien

paradigm aic as follows:
1.

Civea

HMAC of an attribute, select the ex,impl, of tee

al tribute.
2.

haven an example of an attribute, sleet the name of tis2
.it tribute.

23

to

test
thL

3.

Given the name of a concept, select the example of the concept.

4.

Given the name of a concept, select the nonexamplc of the concept.

5.

Given an example of a concept, select the name of the concept.

6.

Given the name of a concept, select the relevant attribute.

7.

Given the name of a concept, select the irrelevant attribute.

8.

Given the meaning of a concept, select the name of the concept.

9.

Given the name of a concept, select the inaning of the concept.

10.

Given the name of a concept, select the supraordinate concept.

11.

Given the na,e of a concept, select the subordinate concept.

12.

Given two conce,its, select the principle relating Clem.

IV

WRITING THE TEST ITEMS

The nature of each item of the test was determined with respect
both to content and to the type of task involved.

The content of the

items for a given concept was based on the analysis of that concept as
presented in

the Appendix.

The tasks represented by the items wore

based on the paradigm for testing level of concept attainment which
was described in Chapter III.

Although this test development strategy

specified the general nature of each item, several decisions were left
to the item writers:
1.

Selection of the attribute tested in item types 1 and 2

2.

Selection of the examples for item types 3 and 5

3.

Seletition of the nonexample for ite,i type

L.

Selectitia of tine fold for writinx the it M3

5.

Selection of the fac. rr-ct cltottes fur ea,_11

Sole standardization toi;
WA:;

Li

pi a'e

i

tat, 11rm for writiuo

perlorric 0,1 cac

cLpts in each of four subject matter areas, it..isr

the intent was to assure that the task

Sir,

tot alas

Ci,--

or all sub-

t..h to of

jt.ct ritt.er areas mot frtviently to discuss it

tak.

type

represented by the ite--.s

t-,c, cvtn if there was sore variatiun in actual wordia,;.
Laan type of colestior were devoloptd.

For exlryl,,

type li question presents the task of selecting a subordinate concept
after bein.g given the name of the concept.

This type of question about

Lke concept tributary might be asked in any of these ways:
01 these is a kind of tributary?

(a) Which

is a kind of tri-

(b)

(c) One kind of tributary is:

butary.

in doyelopitu incorrect foils, less standardization was needed

and tae item writers could use more imagination in their production.
Several considerations related to readability were, however, kept in
All options for all test items were

mind wai1e writing these foils,

kept snoit and coneis, so as to limit the actual amount of reading.
to reduce the number of incorrect responses to test

fae

,du ,d by reading inadequacies of tne students rather than their fbil,11-2

LJ crdn dond a concept at a particular level.

The vocabulary used

)ptions for did it '.;5 was kept as siiple as possible so as to

ai-er of incorrect responses caused by reading difficulties

iednc,

Hin-loility of

is faiA ty plau,Mhle.
term:

c

Inc letters A and C are placed on oxamplos of ether

tile. student light well have studied - a gill:

atiu a

A:0 10 liVc options Were used for cued Lc:I item depending

peninsula.

on its len,*
00U

was also an important

incorrect

in the item ia ii,;tire 4 ouch of the incorrect answers

sideration.

1;eo8rai'

tin_

,n

corp, --Mty, as

(

upon too dclual avai lability
L as..

.

it

a ,,,ur

1

v-- 1.

v

on.:

U:lich arrow points to a strait?
12i.

It err Tyde 3 for the Concept S_rait.

4

Plus, three basic objectives gLided the co.h,tru(.tici-1 of :t.cini:
1.

To pr,_ent the types of tasks ciitlird in Lite para,li.)

for t;riro

level of concept ntfafn,ient.

2.

Io oirriorse the atiount of rL,din

2.

1

distractora

cc::,itrnct

Illustrritive itciro of each task typ,., [Or tr

codcet,L rher

iLLY rrr,vrr. currcspori ii the task Lyo_tt

tollow.
fOY

conctpt

1t...vtd

lLt,ir

Hss inji,-L

ritod in 1!-11,t_i [ii.
r

1/4iff,
27

nt vhi

01

h

:Le cci..,:tt er .f

Concept:

1.

JiVEN 1,101d1:1

acme of attribute

Given:
Select:

example of attribute

Item Example:
iioth arrows A and B point to a place w1. are a river:
*A.

leas its end

B.

divi&:,:s

C.

forms rapids

nas its source

Given:

oxamoie of attribute

name of attribute
Item

xample:
of

is Ow
CRS
5.

r:LN

L:N

letters names the points where Cara of the rivers
ends?

3.

name of concept

Given:

example of concept

Select:

Item E2,14Eiie:

Which picture shows a rivet mouth?
*A

B.

4009912ED40

Ocean

-"...

Land

C.

4.

Given:

name of concept
nonexamplc of concept

Select:

item Example:

'Wnich picture does NOY show a river mouth?

C.

29

5,

Given:

example of concept
nare of concept

Select:

Item Example:

ibis picture shows:
A.

*3.

6.

the source of a river
a river mouth

C.

a tributary

D.

a strait

Given:

name of concept

relevant attributes of the concept

Select:

ltim Example:

What is always true about a river mouth?
A.

it is at sea level.

B.

It runs into

G.

It farms a rapids.

*J.

7.

(Avon:

ocean.

It is wh.?.ic the river runs into different waters.

naiv at concept

irclevnt attributes of tine concept

Select:
Iteri

1.11t,

A.

is

It

:401

i

IL is
*C.

it

a-ways tcu.? about a river mouth'.

wic:,r than the river itself.
the ricer stop:;.

is a mil, ,Lide,

It s...t. a larr,er boa',

30
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of w.ltov.

8.

Given:
Select:

definition of concept
name of concept

Item Exarcylc:

The place where a rive:: enters a different body of water and
ends
is called a:
A,

011.

9.

tributary

river mouth

C.

river SOUICA!

D.

lock

Given:
Select:

nar,e of concept

dcfnition of concept

ILeci Exam.ple:

A river moutn is:
A.

whLre two rivers meet

6.

Inc part of the river that is without a current

G.

whore a river bc6ins
tai e H.,ce where a river enii,cs a different body of wqter
and ends

10.

G,ven:
S,21eci:

n3me of couckvt.

sudraor,iihate conuept

4itu Cxam;le:
A riv.Jr c.onth
A.

is a kind of

vail-F
;hif

bait
.

woietwa,

3t

11.

Given:

Select:

mume of concept
subordinate concept

Item Example:

Which of these is ono kind of a river mouth?
*A.

12.

a delta

B.

a peninsula

C.

a strait

D.

a river source

Given:
Select:

name of two concepts

statement which relates the two concepts

item Example:

What is true about a river mouth and a gulf?
A.

A river mouth sometimes flows around a gulf.

B.

A gulf is smaller than a river mouth.

*C.
D.

A river mouth sometimes flows into a gulf.
A gulf is a source of a river mouth.

Similar it.cm,s w,re constructed for each (.f

the 30

curt.,.

The com iiletc set of test items is contained in W,.1 *.in

ho.

,f Inc Wisconsin Research al-,d Devclocmcht Cnt,!r for

5'4
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APPENDIX

Thirty FourthGrade Social Studies Concepts

CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:

Coastline
(Area:

Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A coastline is a boundary at a place where the land meets
water of an ocean or sea.

_IAL2

(Definition Tested: A coastline is a place where the land meets
the water of an ocean or sea.)

Stpraordinate Concept(s):
Boundary
Coordinate Concept(s,

order lines between countries
State boundaries

Subordinate Concets(s):
Kinds of coastlines:
curving

sandy beaches, rocky cliff3, straight,

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate eoncopt (Gr coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A coastline:
is where the land !nds
1.
2.
is where the sea begins
3.
is the boundary between
'..
is usually at land borderfuL; an ocean or seo

Oth,:r attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
(The attributes of the supraordinate
concept include the following:
nc?,2d
at be specified.)
t
Otner attributes
coa5;tiine ,art Close of its
supraordinate, boundary.
0
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4g.

t_le target concet (aLLeibutes
tia2 target concept) incLuda Lhe

11:1Lrlovant aLt.fijt.t.S

in-,taacos of

irrolet attributes of coastline includo:
I.

2.
3.

toe type of land
which particular ocean or :-;ea it borders

type of vegetation growing on the land

Conceot oxanplos include the fullawilw,t

i_il

Opt aoa-cxir:pies I noluje tic following:
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Delta
(Area:

Geographic Region).

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and Inc
(If there is no su.dr.1criterial attributes of the target concept.
ordillatu concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A delta is a river mouth which has some land which was formed
when soil was deposited at the mouth of that river.
(Definition Tested: A delta is land formed when soil is dunned
at the mouth of a large river.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):
River Mouth
Coordinate Concept(s):
River L.Juths wnerc deltas were not formed
Subordinate Concept(`;):

Deltas where crops can he grown
Deltas where crops cannot be grown

Criberial attributes that identify the target concept within
supraoriinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate C t, ;ot
been identified).
A delta:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5,

is newly formed in the process of growing
is found at the mouth of a river
is found where the river join a larger 1),A',y of
dnd stops
v.r
is made of land formed by soil carried by the
divides the river into several brriacles
land

Other attribute., that are retevant but not criterial it the tori;e,
cotu.a.,it include the following:

('ille attribute:, of the

need not be specified.)
Otber aftri!,vie!-:. relevant to delta are
or,]inate, rive r no,ith,

1*

those

i:s

lou 00(5

at;1-ibutes of iho target eontopt (attributes vitch vary
of tho tare,et concept) include thc following:

irrelev;,nt attributes of delta include:
1.
tic type of soil
2.
which river it is a part of
the location
d.
4.
how quickly it is formed
5.

its exact_ shape

Concept examples include ti

:olliuing:

Cencepr non-examples incln:ie the f,Iluvi

I. to at list
coneolq.
(khis
preelab1ispriqciple.
It sLoud definitely net
dY:ect sA,11-,rinIte-s,10 10 inato rel,itioilship, a relAlion,flii, inveivin;., a criLta-l-1
lu
or a r,latienship involvin
,:XaTTIC.)

A

11

tri.3c .1

38
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Desert
(Area:

Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
eritorial attributes of the target concept.
(If there is no supraordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A desert is a climate region with a small amount of rainfall
and few plants growing.
Definition Tested: A desert is a place where there is not
enough rainfall for many plants to grow.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):
Cli.rlate Region

Coordinate Concept(s):
Mountain region
Jungles

Subordinate Concept(s):
leserts with various land features
Rocky or sandy
Criteriz.1 attributes twit identify the target concept within the icl,:ct,LJ
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate h;ls not
been identified).
A desert
1,

2.
3.

4.

it an area with very little rainfall
is an area where few plants grow
is an area where temperature varies greatly fr...r. 6-y
to night
is an area where the plants that do gr,s,w nee: 'ittle
water

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the L31-z:ct
conctdt include the following:
(The attributes of the sepraordinatt
need not he spacified.)
Other attriontcs relevant to desert are these of its s,ipreoraintc, cliz-1te region, i.e., the area is defined ah..,
desorPlej by its climate rather than topography or
m.ippad location.
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:t.i.cipc,fs of Lit uirget conceit (,itf_rib6cos
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CDNO.PI ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
:fountain Region
Ceograph:r Region)
(Area:

Definition that gives the Ildale of the supraordinatc concept and the
(If there in no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

A mountain region is a land area with peaks and valleys that is
higher and cooler than nearby land areas.
(Definition Tested: A mountain region is a high, cooler land
region with peaks and valleys.)

Sumaordinate Concept(s):
Land area
Coordinate Concept(s):
Desert

Subordinate Concept(s):

Volcanic mountain region
Faultback mountain region
Block mountain region
Dome mountain region
Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the s:ilected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A mountain region:
has peaks and valleys
1.
is higher than nearby land areas
li
3.
is colder than nearby land areas

other attributes that. are relevant but not eriterial for the target
con'ept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
reed not be specified.
Other attributes relevant to liountain region are those 01
supraordinate, land arta.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
River
(Area:

Geographic Region)

Pcfinition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supro,criteria] attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

A river is a waterway that is a large, flowing stream of water.
(Definition rested: A river is a large, fleeing stream of water.)

Supraordinate Concept(s);
Waterway
Coordinate Concept(s):
Lakes
Oceans

Suordinate Concept(s):
Creek
Tributary

Criccrial attributes that identify the target concept within the sefeLtLc
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has no
been identified).
A river:
1.

2.
3.

4.

is a large, flowing stream of water
flows from higher to lower land
has a source (beginning)
has a mouth (ending)

other attributes that are relevant but not criteriJi for Leo t.ir.;tt
(The attributes of the trupraerainatc
,encept incl,,do the following:
d aot be sp,cified.)
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Itralevant attributes of the target concept. ( attributes which vary
in:,tanees of the target concept) include tit,: following:

Irrelevant attributes of river include:
the elevation, speed, length, width, and direction
1.
of the stream
its geographic location, name, type of mouth
2.
the particular kind or body of water into whisk tee
1.
stream empties

Concept exatqa,s include the followilw:

Concept non-examples include the following:

Relationship with at least one other concert.
(This relationship should
preferably be a principle.
It should definitely not he a direct supraordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
A river is a natural water;

4>

canal is a ran-7ado ateimiy.

CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
River Mouth
(Area:

Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target ccacept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A river mouth is a waterway through the place where a river
enters a different body of water and ends.
(Definition Tested: A river mouth is the place where a river
enters a different body of water and ends.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):
Waterway
Coordinate Concept(s):
Source
Tributary

Subordinate Concept(s):

Mouth with a delta
Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A river mouth:
is part of a
1.
is where the
2.
3.
is where the
4.
is where the
5.
is the place

river
river
river
river
where

enters a different body of water
itself ends
current may slow, drop sediment
two bodies of water meet

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
(The attributes of the supraordinate
concept include the following:
aced not he specified.)
attributes relevant to river mouth are those of its
supraordinate, waterway.
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It-relevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of river mouth include:
which particular river
1.
the river's characteristics
7.
what type or particular body of water the river
3.
mouth empties into
Concept examples include the following:

4

Concept non-examples include the following:

(This relationship should
Relationship with at least one outer concept.
It
should
definitely
not be a direct suprapreferably he a principle.
ordiatc-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a cri:-erial
attribute, or a relationship involving an cxarpie.)
A river routh somcties flo:,,s into a

CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Strait
(Area:

Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A strait is a waterway that is a narrow passage of water
which connects two larger bodies of water.
(Definition Tested: A strait is a narrow passage of water
which connects two larger bodies of water.)

Supraordinate Cuncept(s):

Waterway
Coordinate Concept(s):
Gulf
River

Ocean
Lake

Subordinate Concept(s):

A strait dividing 2 continents; dividing 2 parts of the
same continent; between 2 oceans; between a sea and an ocean
Criterial attributes that identify One target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).

A strait:
1.

2.
3.

is a narrow passage of water
connects 2 larger bodies of water
separates 2 pieces of land

Other attributes that are relevant but not ericerial for Ole taret
('m, attributes of the supraordinate
concept include the following:
need not No specified.)

other attributes relevant Co strait are those of its
swiaordinate, watyrwa.x.
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary anong
instances of tt,e target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of strait include:
1.
its location, size, length
2.
which lands and waters it separates and joins

Concept examples include the following:
Europe

South
America

Africa

Concept non - examples include the following:

::eldtionshio with at least one other concept.
(This relationship should
,rkl-etahlv he
princiole.
It should definitely not be a direct sui,r.1oriaite-,u6ordinate relationship, a relatioaship involving a criterial
..tt::l.ure, or .1 relationship involving an example.)
t

:.very :;trAit is bordered by two coaatliues

CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Tributary
(Area:

Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
criterial attributes of the target concept.
(If there is no supraordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

A tributary is a river which runs into a larger river.

Supraordinat

Concept(s):

River

Coordinate Concept(s):
Streams
Lakes

Subordinate Concept(s):
Creek

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A tributery:
1.
is smaller than the river it runs into
2.
is part of a river system which has a branching
effect

Other attributes that
relevant but not criterial for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
need not he specified.)
Other attributes relevant to tributary are those of its
supraordinate, river.
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
Instances of the target cr,ncept) include the foile'ing:
Irrelevant attributes of tributary include:
its length, width, speed
1.
position in a river system
2.
whether or not it can be used by boats
3.

Concept examples include the following:

Git n Riv

Concept non-examples include the following:

Relati)nship with at least one other concept. (This relationship should
preferably be a principle.
It should definitely not be a direct supra
ordinate- subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criteria]
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
A tribu.

art

runs downhill into the veil ley oi

a

i

large, ItVCY.

CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Tropical Region
(Area:
Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinite concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

The Tropical Region is a region of the earth north and south
of the equator that is marked on maps.
(Definition Tested:
The Tropical Region i
earth around the equator.)

a region of the

Supraordinate Concept(s):
World region
Coordinate Concept(s):

Antarctic region

Arc.tic region

Temperate regions
Subordinate Concept(s):

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
The Tropical Region:
is a "belt" around the earth
1.
is near the equator
2.
located between thb two "tropics" - Tropic of
is
3,
Capricorn and Tropic of Cancer.

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
(The attributes of the supraordinate
concept include the following:
need not be specified.)
other attributes relevant to Tropical Region are those
of its supraordinate, napping a world region;
i.e., it is a man-made abstraction not readily
observable on earth itself.
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributeF which vary anong
instanc(!s of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of Tropical Region include:
1.
the exact 2:1cation r..thin the region:
e.g., north
or south of equatcr
2.
what type of plants grow
3.
topography of the land
4.
what the temperature is
5.
if the area is land or water

Concept examples include the following:

N

S
Concept non-examples include the following:

(This relationship sho[ild
Relationship with at least one other concept.
It should definitely not be a direct suprapreferably be a principle.
ordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a (Iriterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

The Trupical Region can be founi. on a globe.
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cONCFPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Gulf

(Area:

Geographic Region)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, the all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A gulf is a water area that is part of an ocean that is partly
surrounded by land.
A gulf is a part of an ocean that is
(Definition Tested:
partly surrounded by land.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):

Water Area
Coordinate Concept(s):
Lakes
Seas

Subordinate Concept(s):

With a harbor
A bay
Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A gulf:

2.

3.

is made by a coastline which partly surrounds the
water area
is usually larger thanaa bay
is part of an ocean

Other attributes that are relevant but not eriterial for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
need not be specified.)
Other attributes of gulf are those of its supraordinate
water arer.

V

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary amcng
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of gulf include:
1.
which particular ocean
the exact size, shape, location
2.
how many or what rivers empty into it
3,
4,
whether or not it has any islands
Concept examples include the following:

North
America

South
America

Concept non-example3 include the following:

_Jo
(This relationship should
Relationship with at least one other concept.
It should definitely not be a direct suprapreferably he a principle.
ordinatc-nbordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving as example.)

A waterway can go throu0 a Iplf.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept 1,abc1:

Country
(Area:

Map and Globe Study)

Velinition that gives the name oC the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracrjterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A country is a political land region that is the area of land
making up a nation.
(Definition Tested: A country is the area of land making up a
nation.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):
Land region (on a political map)
Coordinate Concept(s):
Non - political map information such as physical features

Subordinate Concept(s):
A landlocked country

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A country:
1.

2.
3.
4.

is made up of people living under one political
organizatin (a nation)
is marked ay boundaries on maps and globes
has a name
has a capital or center of government which i marked
on a map

Other attributes that are relevant but not criteria] for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
need not he specified.)
Other attributes relevant to country are those of its
supraordinate, land reion.
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of country include:
1.
its exact size
2.
type of government
3.
physical characteristics
4.
if the boundaries are mountains or oceans or
rivers or purely political agreements

Concept examples include the following:
United States
France

China
Switzerland

Concept non-examples include the following:
Alaska

North America
Europe

Africa

(This relationship should
Relati_onship with at least one other concept.
preferably be a principle. It should definitely not b a direct supraordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criteria'
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

When 221itical maps show countries, the boundaries of the
countries are marked.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Trgiit Concept Label:
Distance
(Area:

Map and Globe Study)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A distance is a measurement that describes how far it is between
two places.
(Definition Tested: A distance is how far it is between two
places.)
Supraordinate Concept(s):
:hiasurement

Coordinate Concept(s):
Direction
Area
Subordinate Concept(s):
Height
Depth

Width
Length

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).

Distance:
1.

2.
3.

uses units of length to define measurement
is described in units of measure shown on map scale
describes how far apart 2 points are

'Jthcr attributes that ere relevant but not criterial for the target
ioncept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordivat,
need not he specified.)

Other attributes relevant to distance arc those of its
supraordinate, measurement.

4

5.8

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary
among instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attribtles of distance include:
the particular map scale used
1.
2.
the particular measurement
which 2 points are measured between
3.

Concept examples include the following:
3,000 miles

12,000 miles

1,760 yards

5,280 feet

3 1/2 miles
1/2 inch
3 inches

Concept non-examples include the following:

3 million people
220 gallons

68 highways
5,280 pounds

30 inches or more of rainfall

(This relationship should
Relationship with at least one other concept.
It should definitely not be a direct_ suprapreferably be a principle.
ordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a rriterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
Distance and direction can be used to locate a place.

coNcEPT ANA1NSIS
a,it4s.et Concept Label:

East-West Lines of Latitude
(Area: Map and Globe Study)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no .t.tpracriteria' attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
The East-West lines of latitude are imaginary lines of locatior
which run parallel to the equator and may be mrked on a
globe or flat map.
(Definition Tested: The East-West lines of latitude are imaginary
lines which run parallel to the equator and may be marked
on a globe.)
supraordinate Concept(s):
Lines of location
Coordinate Concept(s):

North-South lines of longitude
Subordinate Concept(s):

The Tropics, Arctic Circle
The Equator, Aharctic Circle
Critetial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
upraordinaLe concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).

Fast-Went lines of latitude:
arc imaginary lines (an abstract conception)
run east and west
3.
measure distances north and south
4.
run parallel to each other in concentric
5.
,stablish direction and help you locate points
G.
arc described in degrees

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
need not be specified.)

Other attributes relevant to East-West lines of latttudc ate
those of its styraordinate, lines of location.
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Irrelevant attributes Di the target concept (attributes which vary
among instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of East-West lines of latitude include:
which line is described
1.
2.
how mrny are shown on a map
which part of globe is shown
3.
size of map or globe
4.

Concept examples include the following:

Concept ron-exampl2s include the following:

Land

o
Sec Leval

20

40

MU

Relationship with at least on other concept.
(This relationship should
pre'.erably he a principle.
It should definitely not be a direct supraordinate-s;.1)ordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
East-West lines of latitude and North -Wouth lines of longltude
-ross each other.
61
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Globe
(Area:

Map and Globe Study)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A globe is a round ball that has a map of the earth drawn on
it
showing continents and oceans.

Supraordinate Concept(s):

Map
Coordinate Concept(s):
Flat maps

Subordinate Concept(s):
ClDbes thjt are either p'Aysical feature maps, political
maps, or symbol maps

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordir.&:.e concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A Flobc:
1.
2.
3.

is a round representation of the earth
is drawn to a sale (always smaller) than earth
shows continents and oceans

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
(The attributes of the supraordinate
concept include the following:
need not be specified.)
Other attribute; relevant to globe are those of its
supraordinate, map.
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary
among instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of globe include:
physical or political
what features are marked
1.
how the features are symbolized
2.
3.
the exact map scale used
Concept examples include the following:

Concept non-examples include the following:

Relationship with at least one other concept.
(This relationship shoo]d
preferably be a principle. It should definitely not be a direct supraordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving n criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
The equator en a globe marks a line betveen only two hemispheres.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Map Directions
(Ares: Map and Globe Study)

Deiinition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(if there is no supracriterial attributes of the tarvt concept.
of
the
target
concept should
ordinate concept, then all attributes
be liven.)
Map directions are information found on a map that tells which
from any point on a map in order to face or move
way to
towards the North Pole.
(Definition Tested: A map direction tells which way to go from any
point on a map in order to face or move towards the North Pole.)
Supraordinate Concept(s):
Map information
Coordinate Concept(s):
Distance
Area
Subordinate Concept(s):

Map directions are used to pcint to a place
Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate coQcepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
Map directions:
1.
are identified from or toward some point
2.
can be any of the four basic directions or
combin,Itions of which all are related to eaci other
in degrees aid are two pairs of opposites
north-soJth,
east-west
3.
are marked on map to slow the same relationship as
the real world
4.
are marked cn map with a direction indicator
5.
used in real world remain constant, i.e., North

determined by North Starothers are in °
relationships

Other attributes Fiat are relevant but not criter!al for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
need not be specified.)
Other attributes of map di.re,:tions are those of its supraordinate, mat information.

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of map directions include:
1.
which direction is named
2.
which one is at the "top" of the map
whether or not there is a starting or stopping
3.
point (i.e., a line going over the Forth Pole changes
its direction from north to south; an east-to-west line
is not affected unless the line is reversed)

Concept examples include the following:
north

north-east
south-east

Concept non-examples include the following:
836 miles

926 squat, miles
a compass
2TO miles

(This relationship should
Relationship with at least one otter concept.
nrapreferably be a principle.
It should dcfinitely not be a direct
,trial
ordinate- subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
:-,

Travelers use map directions to find a watecway to a place.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Map Measurement
Map and Globe Study)
(Area:

DOinition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriteria' attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A map measurement is irformatioa from a map that finds the real
distance between two places or the size of an area from
a map

(Definition Tested: A map measurement is finding the real distance
between two places or the size of an area from a map.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):

Map information
Coordinate Concept(s):
Map directions
Subordinate Concept(s):

Measuring distance
Measuring area
Ci-iteridl attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts
a supraordinate has not
been identified).
Map measurement:
1.
measures size
2.
measures distance
3.
is used to figure real distances from a map
4.
uses a map scale

Other attributes that arc relevant but not criteria" for the talget
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the Hupraordivate
need not he specified.)
Other attributes of map measurement include those of its
supraordinate, map information.

bb

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of map measurement include:
1.
what features, political or physical are markeo
2.
how features are symbolized
exact size
or ratio of the scale used tc earth
3.

Concept examples include the following:

the river runs east for 50 miles

it is 112 miles from Chicago to Denver
it is 82 miles from Madison to Milwaukee
the area of Washington County is 5,000 square miles

Concept non-examples include the following:

it takes 45 minutes to get from one side of town to
the other
there are 261,213 people living in that city today
215 trucks used the road last year

(This relationship should
Relationship with al lease one other concept.
preerably be a principle. It should uefinitely not be a direct supraordinate-subotiinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
atttibute, or a relationship involving as example.)
Hail measurement on a globe is more like measurement on the
earth than measuring on a flat map.

GI
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Map Scale
(Area:

Map and Globe Study)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A map scale is information from a map that is the part of a map
that tells what a unit of distance on the map is equal to
on the earth itself.
(Definition Tested: A map scale is the part of a map that tells
what a unit of distar.c:? on the map is equal to on the earth
itself.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):

Map information
Coordinate ConcepL(s):
;lap direction

Subordinate Concept(s):
Inches-to-miles

Criteria' attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concept if a supraordinate has not
been identified).

A map scale:
1.
is part of a map
has the units of measure labeled
2.
3.
tells what distance on the map means about
distances on the earth

Other attributes tbat arc relevant but not criteria] for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
need no he specified.)
Other attributes relevant to map scale arc chose of its
supraordinate, map information.
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary
among instances of the target concept) include the followin;
Irrelevant attributes of map scale include:
what units are used to express the relationship
1.
how it is expressed
2.

Concept examples include the following:
1 inch = 300 miles

MILES
0

0

2

1

3

1'1 inch = 200

510

100

miles]
1

inch

20 miles

1,000 :11 1,P:::

Concept non-examples include the following:
2 pounds = 32 ounces

I

0

ton - 2,000 pounds

297

317.

= Bicycle path

40'7,

(This relationship should
I:elatiunship with at least one other concept.
It should definitely not be a direct suprapreferably be a principle.
ordinAte-uhordinate relationship, a relationship involving a critoridi
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

A nia2. scale tells how much bigger the earth is than a
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pbe.

CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
North-South Lines of Longitude
(Area:
Map and Globe Study)
Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
criterial attributes of the target concept. (If there is no supraordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

The North-South lines of longitude are imaginary lines of location
which run from the North Pole to the South Pole and can be
shown cn a globe or flat maps.
(Definition Tested: The North-South lines of longitude are imaginary
lines which run from the North Pole to the South Pole and can
be shown on a globe.)
Supraordinate Concept(s):
Lines of location
Coordinate Concept(s):

East-West lines of latitude
Subordinate Concept(s):

Zero degrees -t Greenwich, England
Time lines
Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
The North-South lines of longitude:
are imaginary lines (an abstract conception)
1.
2.
run north and south
3.
are used with East-West lines of latitude to measure
distance east and west
4.
help in locating points on the earth
intersect at t.
5.
are described in degrees
6.
are all shown to be the same length on the same globe
7.
Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
(The attributes of the supraordinate
concept include the following:
need not he specified.)
Other attributes relevant to North-South lines of longitude
are those of its supraordinate, lines of location.
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irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes waich vary
among instances of the target concept) iaclue the following:
Irrelevant attributes of North-South lines of longitude include:
I.
which exact degree, or line, is being mentioned
2
their exact location

Concept examples include the following:

Concept son-examples include the following:

(This reluticnsl,ip
itlatienslitp with at least one otbur coaciqt.
It should definitely not he a Ali,. L idiprapreferably tc a principle.
a
ri tori
ordinatc-suberdinaLc relationship, a relationuhip
dttriOute, or a relationship involving an oxa,.cple.)
,

.1 sod aptain might find his way by using .:ertii. 'cut
of longitude to follow his coir,:u on a r.al.
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CONCLPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Physical Feature Map
(Area:
Map and Globe Study)

A.Iinition that gives the name of the supraordinate ccne t
(If 'here

cclierial attributes of the target c.>> Lop:.

i

n,

ordinate concept, then all attributes of the tarot concept
be given.)
L:1,2
A phycical feat; .e map is a map that is a drawing u! pal L
earth's surface cc,ing symbols, lines, or colors to _Jen: where
and how high or deep are the lands and waters,
teliicg
about plants on the land.

Etai:t
(definition Tested: A physical feature map is a drawl;.,;
the earth's surface using symbols, lines, or color to snow
where and how high or deep are the lands and waters, and
telling about plants on the laud.)

Sunra,crdinate Concept(s) :

Map
fi,j

dinato Coilvept (s)

Political maps
Population maps
Sc,n)t-dinate Concept(s):

Globe
Fiat map

Att:iout,,s that eteatily tha tarwt concept within the scected
supr.irdivato ,ornopt (or coordinate concepts it a supraordinate has not
been idontiiied).
A physical feature map:
is a drawing of part or all of 'Ale enrall's
uses symbols, colors, lines
shows geographic land wad watra r I..
of
r
5.
is drawn to scale
5.
shows location
6.
is viewed as it
'unlit 1,c Acrial]).

tither' .ittrihntes that

not criteria' ter tin'
altributtn of the -,tror.lordiii,11,,

:Ir., relevw,t hilt

incindo tho

iii

,IUCA

not

outer

t
of

if

ibute-;

1.,,th.1

its nopbaordinate, raic.

/2

t

I

t

.t.11r,..

,1rc HO'

el

Irrelevant attributes. of
target concept (attributes which vary amcng
instances of the target concept) include the following:

Irrelevant attributes of physical feature map Include:
if area is named
1.
2.
whether map is round or flat
3.
if political boundaries are marked
4.
what map scale is used
5.
hcw the features are distinguished - symbols, colors
Concept examples include the following:

KEY
V:

Mountains

'%\

*AaP

\

Evergreen Trees
E.

r

Deciduous Trees

Grass & Shrubs

Desert

i3

LakeilRiver:It

AN, MourCalns

Concept non-ex.:Implos include the following;

Wheat

VP' Catt'e

(:)

Lumber

:it
seas, owe ether ccricep'_.
(This .,21ationsip shou.d
priqciple.
It should definitrAy not be a direct rupr3
ordinJtc-sei)ordinato relationship, a rcLitio;ship involving a iritcri:J:
Attrfl,we, or a relationship involving in example.)

:ol;Itic;Iship with

drefoilly he

A

leature Li.1.2 which sho,.. :s

through the

a desezt will show any river~

CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept: Label:

Symbol Map
Map and Globe Study)

(Area:

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A symbol map is a map which is a drawing of part of the earth's
surface and which uses small pictures or figures to stand
for real things and shows where they are found.
(Definition Tested: A symbol map is a drawing of part of the earth's
surface which uses small pictures or figures to stand for
real things and shows where they are found.)
Sopraordinate Concept(s):

Map
Coordinate Concept(s):

Physical feature map
Politi,2a1 map

Subordinate Concept(s) :

Maps of population

Map of products
cif clops

Criteria] attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate cc-.cept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A symbcl map:
abstract or pictorial
l.\ has symbols
?. ,has a key to interpret symbols
3.
represents real things
4.
'shows where things are found on earth

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
concept include the foll,lying:
(The attributes of the snpraotdinito
need not be specified.)
Other a.tribut.2s relevant to symbol nap are those of its
supraordinate, map.

i4

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include :he following:
Irrelevant attributes of symbol map include:
I.
the number, type, use, size of symbols used
2.
the place being mapped

Con pet examples include the following:

PRODUCTS OF CALIFORNIA AND ARIZONA

KEY

CJ Fruit
Cotton

9

Concept non-examples include tire following:

c)

=ND c-2.2

r

Leionrlui

(this relationship
Relationship with at least one other concept.
preferably be a principle. Tt hold definitely not be a direct supraordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterJal
attri:Inte, or a relation hip involving an example.)
Wh

syols oa a symbol
it

r,.
are used to show physical featbre,,
is also a physical feature map.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Airway
(Area:

Man and Society)

Detinition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of tLe target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
An airway is a travel route that is a path of travel by airplane between 2 places on earth.
(Definition Tested; An airway is a path of travel by airplanJ
between 2 places on earth.)
Supraordinate Concept(s):
Travel route
Coordinate Concept(s):
Land route
Waterway
Subordinate Concept(s):

Use - air freight; fast transportation of people
which particular route
Criterial attributes that idenLjfy the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
An airway:
1.
has routes that are unmarked (in sky)--may be set at
some points by airline controls
2.
is usually faster than other means of travei--cspeciz,lly
if the distance is great
is used by jets or prop airplanes
3.
4.
starts and slops at airports (on carth--2 pcints)
5.
goes thrcbgh the sky
b.
is more likely to be between cities than unpopulated areas

Other attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
concept include the following:
(Tice attributes of the supraordinate
need not be specified.)
Other attributes of airway includ, those of its
travel route.

it

praordinAte,

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instan:es of the target concert) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of airway include:
1.
actual distanc3
2.
type of airplane
actual location
3.
4.
part of earth flown over
5.
use of travel route
6.
where route starts and stops

Concept examples include the following:
a route over the North Pole
a route through the clouds
a rout,: from New York to London b^ airplane

a route over the ocean

Concept non-examples include the following:
a jet stream
an air current

a warm stream in an ocean
a mountain pass
a canal

Relationship with at least one other concept.
(This relationship should
preferably be a principle.
It should definitely not be a direct supraord.:nate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criteria'
attribute, or a relationsh:.p involving an example.)
airways aro between cities.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
City

(Area

Man and Society)

Definition tnat gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supYacriterial attributes of the target concept.
Ordinatc concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

A city is a community of thousands of people living and working
very close t. -,ne another.

Supraordinate Concept(s);
Community

Coordinate Concept(s):
Countryside
Suburbs

Subordinate Concept(s):
Capital city
Industrial city

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A city:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Ilas a large population--its people live in close proximity, often live in apartments - -many unit homes
has lots of traffic--many streets
has people of many different occupations
has a special government and city leaders

OtLler attributes that are relevant but not criterial for the target
concept include the following:
(The attributes of the supraordinate
neid not be specified.)

Other attributes of city are those of its supraordinate

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of city include:
1.
exact location
2.
race, religion, age, work of inhabitants
3.
kind of homes and buildings--old, new, tall,
multi-family, etc.

Concept examples include the following:
Chicago

Boston
Denver

Madison

Concept non-examples include the following:
Wisconsin
Canada

North America

Relationship with at least one other concept.
(This relationship should
preferably be a i.rinciple.
It should definitely not be a direct supraordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

Much of the work in a
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Jo

is is exchange of goods and messages.

CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Countryside
(Area:

Man and Society)

DeliaiLiou that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A countryside is a community area whera many of the people live
on farms or ranches.

Supraordinate Concept(s):
Community

Coordinate Concept(s):
City
Suburbs

Subordinate Concept(s):

cattle area
Ranching
Crop-raising area

Forestry are.

Criteria] attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has not
been identified).
A countryside:
].
has few people living in a large land area
2.
has sume small villages
largely agricultural
3.
has special industries
4.
has some special buildings - barns, silos

Other ,attributes that are relevant but not criteria] for tke carnet
concept include the followir.,,: (The attributes of tie supraordinate
need not specified.)
('..her attributes relevant to co.ntryside ar, those of its
supraordinate, community.

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of countrysid?. include:
type of farms or ranches the people live on
1.
exactly how they earn their living
2.
how close particular individuals may live to one another
3.
size of the farms or ranches
4.

1

Concept examples include the fcllowing:

Concept non-examples include the following:

Relatloilhip with at Least one other concept.
(This relationship should
prefcrahly he a principh.
it
defiaitely not ho a direct supra-

ordinatordinate rol itionship, a relationship involving a criterial
ittrihla,. or a relationship inv-lvin1.1 an example.)

people live closer together in cities char:

in

!1(.

4-14.

count rvslue.
4

*P.O.
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COITCLPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Democracy
(Area:

Man and Society)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
criterial attributes of the target concept.
(If there is no sup-aordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

A democracy is government by the people who live under it.

supraordinate Concept(s):
Government

Coordinate Concept(s):
Monarchy
Dictatorship
:yubordinate Concept(s):

Representative type of law-making
Law-making by vote of every citizen on each law
Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordinate has r.ot
been id2ntified).

A democracy:
I.

is a government in which each person has a rigt to
take cart in the government and people tare part by
selecting leaders and making laYs (te,atally by voting)

other attribute:, that are relevant but not criterial for the target
concept include the following: (The attributes of the supraordinate
11,2ed not lie Specified.)

other allrintes of democracy arc those of its supraordinate, mvernrIent.

If

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of democracy include:
1.
particular country; particular level of government
2.
number of leaders
voting age
3.
how meny people run for president
4.
how laws are made
5.
6.
whether representative of total democracy
men or women running for offices
7.
what the laws are
B.

Concept examples include the following:

each member of the class has a chance to vote on where their
picnic will be held
the class votes to choose between two different picnic spots
for the end of the year class picnic
almost all the children agree to go to the zoo
every member of the sixth grar'.e class has a chance to vote for
one cf two students to be their class president

Concept non-examples include the following:
the teacher of the class decides where the class picnic will
be held after most children said they wanted to choose
the place by voting
th

class votes to have the prettiest girl be class president;
the teacher closes the smartest girl

Relationship with at least one other concept. (This relationship should
It should definitely ncL be a direct suprapreferably be a principle.
ordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)
Ncws loves freely in a democracy.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Exchange
(Area:

Man and Society)

Deiivition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriterial attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
Exchange I.; trading one thing, idea, or message for another
which is ,_tie basis fo: people to be able to live and work
together.

(Definition Tested: Exchange is trading one thing, idea, or
message for another.)
Supraordinate Concept(s):

Ways that people live and work together
Coordinate Concept(s):
Conquest
Self sufficiency
Subordinate Concept(s):

Trade
Discussion

Criteria] attributes that identify the target concept within the seiected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraurdinate has not
been identified).
Exchange:
1.

is for two or more people - or two or more groups of

2.

people
is based on there being, sorething to trade

3.

is the act of trading or communicating

Other attrihntes that are relevant but not kriterial for the taret
concept include the following:
('lie attributes of the supraordinal.e
need not He specified.)
Otber atiribu,:es of eXCII:311C

ordinate, people

:11(2111de

aad

1.110SC of its surato ether.

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary arong
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of eNchange include:
1.

2.
3.

type of transaction
who is involved
what is exchanged

Concept examples include the following:
paying money to a state to use its highways

Steve and Any and Peggy are selling lemonade to their
friends for 3e a glass

Amy and Peggy are talking about wat they want to do on
Saturday
Lou gives si< blue marbles for five of Harry's red marbles

Concept non-examples include the following:
Steve's c1iE Bing the oak tre

in his backyard

Lou watches Harry play marbles on the sidewalk
Sarah has two turtles and Doina has five tadpoles

Relationship with at least one other concep.
(This relationship ..;hould
preferably be a principle.
It should definitely not be a direct suprnordinate-scbordinate relationship, a relatio,ship involving a criterial
atLrihute, or a relationship involving au example.)
Yxchange is a kind of trade that can !ake place in the
countryside.

9.t

CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
Government
(Area:

Man and Society)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinfte concept and the
oriterial attributes of the target concept.
(If there is no supraordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
Ipe given.)

A government is an orga'ilHation that determines the way
groups of people arc ruled.

(Definition Tested: A government is the way groups of people
are ruled.)

Supraordi2!atts Concept(s):

Organization
Coordinate Concept(s):
Societies
Economies
.,u1)ordinate Concept(s):

Democracy
Monarchy

Criterial attributes that identify the target concept within the sely, teed
supraordiaate concept (or co'rdinato concepts if a supraordinate has Not
bean identified).
A governtlent:
1.

2.
3

is an organizatior
is a political unit usually
makes rules and laws which define fairra.
and wrong and stite tie freeder.:
enforces the 1:iWS
has leaders and followers

-

ri;:ht

wl.a:

is al)twed

at oriterial for the target
other attributes that are relevant Du
(The attributes of the supra)rdilc,:,
,.oneept include the following:
-Lod not Do specified.)
Other atirihutes rel,fvant to V,C.NQY[1:,Alt. are Ltlo,L of

snpraordinate,

iC3

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
target concept) include the following
instances of
Irrelevant attributes of government include:
level of the organization -- church, school, state,
I.
national
2.
location
what people are ruled
3.
4.
who is leader
how leader is chosen
5.
what the laws are
6.
what is right and wrong
7.

Concept examples include the following:

children make rates about who gets to use the class football
the people are vet!ng flr President
one of three men on a space fli.:;ht is the captain of the ship

the village chief is teiling his tribe what kinds of seeds
they are allowed to plant

Concept non-examples include the follcwing:

the school band is marching in a parade in front of the
Governor
the. President of the United States goes to a movie

a movie star names a new hospital ship
two United States Semators play golf with a Federal Judge

Relationship ,./ith at least one other concept.
relationship
(Thi
It should definitely not Lc, a direct suprapr.lerably be a piincifte.
ordinate- subordinate relationship, a relationship invcIving a crittrial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.;

Countries are ruled by their governments.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Tarl.!,et ConcepC La.eI:

Land Route
Mar, and Society)

(Area:

ihition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
criterial attributes of the target concept.
(If thrlre is no supraofdiadte concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A land route is a zravel route that is the path of travel between
two places on a road, highway,or railroad.
(Lefinition Tested: A land route is the path of travel between
two places on a road, highway, or railroad.)
Supraordinate Concept(s):
travel

fe

Cooriaate Concept(s),
1irway
t

IW ay

S.uborclinate Coaccpt(s):

Streets
Paths

faiicoudi

highways

Cricerinl attributes Olat idenf'.fy the target con'.ept within the selccted
supraordinate coauept (or coordinate concepts if a supraGrdinate has not

Hen identified).
A

nld runic:
J.

..

is bniit en land rather than in clla air or on w.ter;
can be seen on clic laud
uses traih t7chks or leveled road-; or
cr Lat.n,;
i s

L'S

u,-:ed

t r a i n ;,

o r

b ic!c]c;,,

t-op 1

on foot

.)!Het

;lc

not

tiot oriterial for Lhc L,irn,..t
(Ihe attributes
the sui,r,tui.iin: to

that arc relevaiit Lut

at1

oncopt

in. ludo
t)o

ho following:

1

jficed.)

othor attriLetcs of

land route aru Close of

ordinate, trivelroute.

it,: supra-

Irrelevant attributes of the target ,'Uncept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) Ara., the following:

irrelevant attributes of land roite include:
distance covered
1.
type of terrain in the area
2.
1.
people using them
4.
type of vehicle
5.

arca they go through--rul.%al or urban

6.

type of path--tracks or road

Concept examples incluJe the following:
a road between two airports
a highway across a state
a railroad across Canada

Concept non-examples include the following:
a route across

lake

a shipping route across an ocean
a river between two states

1-;clationship with at least one othe,.. concept

(This relations'7ip siiouid

It should definitely not be a direct suprapreferably be a principle.
ordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a c.citerial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

Traveling by land routes is usually slower than Iravolin6
by airLays.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS
Target Concept Label:
News
(Area:

Mau and Society)

Juilnition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
(If there is no supracriteria' attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should

be glvn.)
I'Tews is a communication about events which have just taken

(Definition Tested: News is events which have just taken place.)

Supraordinate Concept(s):
Communication (exchange)
Coordinate Concept(s):
History.
Fietic,n

Sul:3rlinalc Concept(s) :

Spurts news
National and international news

Local news

Yr.teiiai attributes that identify the target concept witIti.
-;upraor,iinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supraordi
h.c ideatified).

I.
.

3.

d.

ha!: happened recently
is about people and titih6s
is often factual
is reported through several r:edia:
reported in several ways

e selected
to has not

.

otn,1- a!trihntes that are relevant but not criterial for the tar,,,,..t
coac,,:t la.lude tile following:
(The attribute.; of the snpraordinote
need not lie specified.)

tit

.it

it,,

1-

4,11.

47,

supr:.ercli,tute.

Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept) include the following:
Irtelevant attributes of news include:
1.

2.
3.

..Tho the news is about

how the news is reported
what the news is about

Concept examples include the following:
this morning a space fl'_ght was made toward Mars

Stuart's little sister, Susie, took her first step thi
morning
three astronauts started on a moon trip at 3:21 P.M.

the Golden Raiders defeated the Raw Hides, 21
at Hooker Stadium

7 Oils morning

tha mayor of Waterloo, Ohio, left on a trip to visit Japan today

Concept non-examples include the following:

in 1492 Columbus discovered America
what time is it (7)

Mary had a little lamb, its fleeze was white as snow
the United States was first to land men on the moon

(This relationship should
Relationship with at least one other concept.
It should definitely not be a direct suprapreferably be a principle.
ordinate-subordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criterial
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

Sore people know about an organization only because it has
been in the news.
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CONCLI'T ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Organization
(Area:

Man and Society)

9etinition that gives the name of the supraordinatu concept and the
(lf there is no supracriteria' attributes of the target concept.
ordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)

An organization is a group of people why) do thinys totzether
because they have the same interests or problems.

Snpraordinate Concept(s):
Group
Coordinate Concept(s):
institution

Subordinate Concept(s):

Club, team, troop, pack
Criteria' attributes that identify the target concept vithin tie selected
supraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if a supra)rdinte has not
been Identified).
An organization:
is made of a group of U43 or more people
1.
2.
has rules- -often a leader or officer(s)
cibei- on a co
has members who co-operate with one
3.
problem or purpose

OtUer attributes that are relevant nut not criter:al for the tar:wt
concept include the following:
(The attributes oil the sepraordidiAe
need not be specified.)
titter attributes relevant to organization are tie.Se of
supraordinate, 111'012.

99

irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attributes which vary among
instances of the target concept include the following:
Irrelevant attributes of organization include:
1.
particular interest or problem of the group
2.
the age, sex, race, etc., of the members and leaders

Concept examples include the following:

a girl scout troop
The United Nations
C12 school safety patrol

the baseball team in your neighborhood
the Fishing and Hunting Club

Concept non-examples include the following:

all the people driving down Pine S,Ireet

the President of the United States
the children playing at the beach
the children at the zoo

Relationship with at least one othei concc,,L.
(This relationship should
preferalAy be a principle. It should definitely not be a direct supraordivate-F.ubordinate relationship, a relationship involving a criteri;:l
attribute, or a relationship involving an example.)

Families arc organizations to take care of basic needs.
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CONCEPT ANALYSIS

Target Concept Label:
Waterway
(Area:

Man and Society)

Definition that gives the name of the supraordinate concept and the
criterial attributes of the target concept.
(If there is no supraordinate concept, then all attributes of the target concept should
be given.)
A waterway is a travel route that is the path of travel between
L140 places on a river, ocean, lake, or eanol.
(Definition Tested:
A waterway is the path of travel between wo
places on a river, ocean, lake, or canal.)

Supraordlnate Concept(s):
Travel route
Coordinate Concept(s):
Airway
Laud route

Subordinate Concept'):
A route across an ocean
A reate through locks, canals
A river route; a route through lents
Critcri.11 attributes that identify the target concept witein the selected
siTraordinate concept (or coordinate concepts if :1 shpraordiuto has not
been identified).
A waterway:
I.
crosses a body of watt
2.
is used by boat::
3.
is not marked in the water
4.
can use loci,s and canals

Other a'_trihntes that art' rclevaat out not cr:tcli,J ior the tocct
concept include thin following:
(lho attrlehtcs el thc stl,rdordiadto

need not be spocifiod.)
;IttritiL.2s rel...vdut to w

supraerdiate, trvt) rel

/0/
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Irrelevant attributes of the target concept (attribute:- which vary (on,
instances of the target concept) include the IfolLowia6:
Irrelevant attributes of waterway include:
size and shape of the body of water
1.
what kinds of boats use it
2.
how long the route is
3.
purpose of the travel route
4.

Concept examples include the followin',.

a route across an ocean
a route from one part of the country to z'nother part by river
a path of travel through the 6reat La!:es

Concept non-examples include the following:
a route over the top of the mountains

a path from your house to a friend's house
an airplane route over a large

(
1,,e1Itionship with at least one other
It should definitcy i Jt a' a HirenL
a principle.
t:rilerial
ordinate-subordinate relationship, a rflatiol,.;h:p
attribut.,!, or a relationship involviw; uu t.x"Jr.Lie.;

0,:ean-; are

int.,!uaLic,
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